
• We replace the traditional specimen with a
sediment-filled cylindrical confining cell
plugged on both ends (Fig 4BC)

• (1), (2), and (3) describe the axial stress,
strain, and strain-rate, respectively

• Substitute (5) and (6) into (4) and rearrange
to solve for the internal dynamic pressure (7)
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Figure 1. Google Earth image with geologic interpretation overlain. Inlet map provides
location relative to other significant faults in Southern California. (Geologic boundaries
adapted from Sharp [1967], image from Whearty et al. [2017])
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Figure 2. (A) Lower transect of the Clark fault at Rockhouse Canyon. Yellow polygons
represent sampling locations of Whearty et al. (2017), where the nomenclature represents
damage zone lithology (TDZ – tonalite; BDZ – Bautista; LSFC – lower transect fault core)
and distance from the fault core (BDZ240 was sampled 240 cm from the fault core). (BCD)
Photomicrographs of BDZ240, BDZ372, and BDZ396. Note the decay in damage intensity
with increasing distance from the fault core, as well as the consistent orientation of
microfractures among samples.

Figure 3. (A) Mean orientation of microfractures in the lower transect Bautista sediments is
roughly orthogonal to the fault trace. (B) Fracture density in lower transect Bautista decays in
value with increasing distance from the fault core (Images 3AB from Whearty et al. [2017])
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Distance:
• Lower transect Bautista sediments (exhumed

~120 m) decay in microfracture density with
increasing distance from the fault core (Fig. 3)

Depth:
• Upper Transect Bautista sediments (exhumed

~70 m) display minimal damage beyond off-
fault background levels while Lower Transect
Bautista sediments (exhumed ~120 m) show
evidence of “incipient pulverization,” (Fig. 2).
Whearty et al. (2017) proposed a minimum
confining pressure required to initiate sediment
pulverization between 1.4 and
2.4 MPa

Lithology:
• Upper transect tonalite

(exhumed ~660 m) appear to
have been pulverized in
tension, suggesting an
asymmetric damage pattern
across the fault plane and a
potential for evidence of
preferred rupture directivity
preserved in the rock record

(B) Circumferentially mounted strain gauge on the outer confining cell wall records radial strain
data to calculate the dynamic confining pressure throughout an experiment by equation (7).
(C) Schematic drawing of cross-sectional view of SHPB mounted confining cell configuration.
(Image 4A from Griffith et al., 2018)

Figure 4. (A) Traditional Split-Hopkinson
Pressure Bar assemblage and wave
behavior. Dynamic force balance across the
specimen is represented by 𝑒* = 	 𝑒F + 𝑒0 .

Field Site: Rockhouse Canyon – Anza Borrego State Park
• Clark fault of the San Jacinto fault zone juxtaposes Cretaceous tonalite against

weakly to unconsolidated sediments of Pleistocene Bautista Formation (Fig. 1)
• Whearty et al. (2017) analyzed damage zone samples from two fault transects:

i. Upper Transect, where exhumation depths of Bautista sediments
and tonalite are ~70 m and ~660 m respectively, and

ii. Lower Transect, where exhumation depths are ~120 m and ~710 m
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• Continued Ottawa Sand experimentation under a wider range of stress
and strain-rate conditions

• Epoxy impregnation and thin section preparation of Ottawa Sand
experiments in order to study experimentally produced microfractures

• Application of experimental process to oriented samples of weakly
consolidated Bautista sediments in order to constrain the potential stress
and strain-rate characteristics of past rupture events along the Clark fault
at Rockhouse Canyon and

• Compare post-mortem damage in experimental samples to natural
Bautista samples to explicitly define stress, strain rate, and critical
confining pressure required to initiate pulverization in Bautista Formation
sediments

• Conduct SHPB radial tension experiments on undamaged tonalite
samples to assess potential for preferred earthquake rupture directivity

Figure 5. (A-C) Peak stress and strain-rate
relationships
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relationships recorded during preliminary experiments conducted using Ottawa Sand.
(D-G) Ottawa Sand damage at ~50x magnification. The colored dots on Fig. 5A-G
correspond to a certain level of visible damage produced during experimentation.

Further Work

Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar Apparatus
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Objectives
1. Determine, experimentally, stress states and strain rates necessary to

pulverize weakly to unconsolidated sediments
2. Use experimental results to investigate stress and strain rate fields and

possible directivity in damage zone of San Jacinto Fault


